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Until explicitly stated all spaces considered here are assumed 
to be regular. 
INTRODUCTION. Let X be a space and 'lL an open base for X which 
is closed for the taking of finite intersections. Then we can consider 
the collection JLl..Lconsisting of all maximal centered systems of members 
of u,. By defining u* = { µ E X,k I U E µ} we get a Hausdorff topology on 
Xlu_and a natural irreducible continuous map 1. of a dense subspace Xiu. 
(consisting of thoseµ E X~for which n{U I U E µ}~¢)onto X, sending 
* ·•. - I 
each U = U' n Xc{i: onto U. We shall d~ri ve necessary and sufficient 
conditions on f\.,L in order that the induces map of X'lL onto X is perfect. 
Moreover, let f be a perfect and irreducible map of a space X 
onto a space Y and 'l.L, 'lY open bases for X and Y respectively, closed for 
the taking of finite intersections and such that rir = { f(U) I U E 1.L}. 
( It is well known that if 'U, is closed for finite unions then the 
collection {Y \ f(X\U) I U E <\1} is such a base). We will show that 
. * * there is a natural homeomorphism of XC\.Lonto ~ sending each U onto V 
if f(U) = V, and which maps N\Lonto ¼,· 
In the sequal 'lLis a base for the space X which is closed for 
finite intersections. By greek letters we denote maximal centered 
families of elements ofl'u;, We set ~ = { µ I µ maximal centered system 
of elements of '\1} and for U E '\.1 U' = { µ E Xtt.L I U E µ}. Furthermore, 
~= {µ E x;1 I n{U I u E µ} ~ ¢} and u* = U' n 4.u 
PROPOSITION 1. a) The colle:ction 'l1J for U E <\.Lis a base for a 
(Hausdorff)topology 
(u1n ... nun)' = u; n 
C• 
on ~ Moreover 2 for each u 1 , ••. , Un E 'l,Lwe have 
••• n U'. Each centered system of members of f\.C 
n 
·.' r 
2 
,::~~'!. non-empty intersection. 
b) ~ach U' is open and closed 1.. e. x..'w is zerodimensional. 
c) The natural mapping i which assigns to eachµ E ~the point 
i(µ) = n{U I U E µ} of Xis continuous. irreducible and sends each 
* U onto U. 
PROOF. It is obvious that for each u1, ••• , U E <11 we have (u1 n ••• nu )' = · n n 
U 1 n • . • n U ~ because 'lL is closed for finite intersections. Thus l\1! is 
a base for a topology on 'Xw Now, let l'l11 = { U' I U E !\11 c 11} be a center-
system of elements of 1\.1..1 • One easily verifies that 'Ui1 is a centered 
family of members of1.L; hence~ is contained in some µ E x,:i. It follows 
µ E n'll,1, 
b) The fact that each centered family of members of'U.l has non empty in-
tersections in Xtu,implies that each U' is open and closed in Xu; 
* - * c) We shall: first prove that i(U) = U for each U E<t.lJ. If p E i(U ), 
then clearly p EU. Conversely, if p EU then the neighbourhood system 
consisting of all U E '1Lcontaining p, together with U is contained in 
some maximal centered systemµ of~ Hence i(µ) = p. To prove the 
continuity of i, let i(µ) = p EX. Let Ube a member of't.L containing p 
- * * -and V E <'1.1 be such that p E V c V c U. Clearly µ E V and i (V ) = V c U. 
To prove that i is irreducible, let S be closed in X. If S ~ Xl\l,there 
C\1 * r/, rJ. .-1 ( ) * is U E ·v.,such that U n S = ~; U ~~-Let p EU, then i p c U; 
hence p ~ i(S). 
We shall recall one more proposition which we shall use later. 
With the notation of proposition 1 we have 
_!ROPOSITION 2. If V E 'Ui and 'l,½ is a subcollection of 'LL such that 
V c u ~, then V' c u 'lL1. If ~ is finite. then V' c u tiu.1. 
PROOF. Letµ EV' and suppose, on the contrary, thatµ i u~. Hence 
there exists WEµ such that W' n (u~) = 0, i.e. W n U = 0 and also 
W n U = 0 for each U E <'~. It follows W n (ufl½) = 0. Since V c u r-u.1 we 
have V n W = 0 which is impossible. 
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COROLLARY. IfrU,is the collection of all open subsets of X, then 
the closure in X<l,.,of each open set of ~is open. Indeed• if O is open 
in X~l.i then O = uii., for some subcollection 'tJ., ofll,; hence 
o = uu; :::, ( u'll, ) ' => u'lt.1 = O. Because ( u~ ) ' is closed the statement 
follows. Thus we conclude that in the case that U is the collection of 
all open subsets of X, then X'tl, (and also :x;u) is extremely disconnected. 
DEFINITION. Let tLi and ½ be collections of subsets of a space 
X. We shall write Ui * '112 = ¢ in case that for each U 1 E U1 there is 
u2 E ~ such that u1 n u2 = ¢ and conversely with~ and 'LL2 interchanged. 
DEFINITION. Let Ube a base for a space X. 'Ui is called semi-
complemented provided that given <U,1 c 'lL and p is a boundary point of 
each u1 u , • , u Un (Ui E \J.11) then these exists a subcollection I\.L2 c 'lL 
such that 'u, * ~ = ¢ and p is a boundary point of each V 1 n • • • n V n 
(ViE'l.L2), 
If I\Jv is a complemented base for X (i.e. U E <tL implies X \ U E 'LL) 
then~ is semicomplemented. It is also easy to prove that if<\..\., is a 
semiring (i.e. U E <\.l,, V E fl1 ~ U \ V E <\L) then 'U, is also semicomplemen-
ted. If each U E U,is open and closed then \1, is semicomplemented. 
DEFINITIOW, A mapping f of a space X onto a space Y is called 
perfect provided that it is continuous, closed (the images of closed 
sets are closed) and the preimage of points of Y are compact. f is 
called irreducible provided that f(S) ~ Y for each proper closed sub-
set S of X. 
Hereafter we will show that under very general 4ypotheses on a 
base \L (namely<\.l., be semicomplemented) the induced mapping i: ~ + X 
defined on page 1 is perfect and irreducible. 
First we mention a few properties of such mappings. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let f be an irreducible continuous map of a space 
X onto a space Y. If O is open in X, then f(b) = Y \ f(X\O). 
PROOF. It suffices to show that f(O) c Y \ f(X\O) •. It is evident that 
f[X \Ou f- 1(Y\f(X\0)] = Y, and since 
follows that (X\0) u f- 1(Y\f(X\O) = X, 
f(O) Cy\ f(X\O). 
f is an irreducible map, it 
i.e., O c f- 1(Y\f(X\O). Thus 
PROPOSITION 5. Let f be a perfect mapptl.ng of X onto Y. If <\1 is 
a base for X which is closed under the taking of finite unions 2 then 
the collection {Y \ f(X\U) I U €ti..} is an open base for Y. 
PROOF. This is well known (see e.g. [2] or [5]). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let f be a perfect irreducible map of X onto Y; 
CU,a base for X consisting of open and closed subsets and '\Ya base of Y 
such that iiji = { f(U) I U €~-U/}. Then 'l.9- is semicomplemented. 
PROOF. Let y € Y and y be a boundary point of each v1 u .•• u Vn where 
v 1, •.. , Vn run through a subcollection !\}1 of~. For V €"' ~et U(V) € U 
be such that f(U(V)) = V. We propose that the collection f- (Y) n 
{X \ U(V) IV €t,,1} is a centered system. Indeed, if v 1, •.• , Vn €~ 
then 
y € Y \ u{f(U(V.))li=1,2, ... ,n}= Y \ f(u{u(v.)li=1,2, .•• ,n}) = 
1 1 
= f(x\u{u(v.)li=1,2, •.. ,n}. It follows f- 1(y) n n{x \ u(v.)li=1, .•• ,n} ~ ~-
1 1 
The compactness of f- 1(y) yields the existence of a point . 
q € n{X \ U(V) IV €G,9,-1} n f-
1(y). For each V €'lo/1 let W(V) be an 
element of'\.L such that q € W(V) c X \ U(V). And V' €~be such that 
V' = f(W(V)). We will show that ~ 2 = {V' I V € !\Y1} satisfies the 
desired conditions. Obviously V n V' =~since 
Y \ f(X\U(V)) n Y \ f(X\W(V)) = ~ so~ * 1"1 = ~- We will show that y 
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is a boundary point of each v1 n ••. n V'. Indeed, 
y € f(n{W(V.)li = 1, .•• , n}) = n{Y \ f(X\W(V.)li = 1, ••. , n)} = 
i 
n {V! Ii= 1, ... , n}. We also haven {Y \ f(X\W(V.))li = 1, ••• , nkn 
i i 
u {Y \ f(X\U(V.))ji = 1, ••. , n} = ¢. Soy f n {Y \ f(X\W(V.))li=1, .•• ,n} 
i i 
i.e. y f n {V!li = 1, •.. , n}. This completes the proof of the proposi-
i 
tion. 
THEOREM 1 • Let tl, be a base for a space X and let 'U, be closed 
under the taking of finite intersections. Let i be the natural conti-
nuous map of Xru. onto X. Then i is perfect if and only if 'U., is semi-
complemented. 
PROOF. The "only if" part has already been proved in the foregoing pro-
position. To prove the "if" part we shall first show that i- 1(p) is 
compact for each p of X. Let {~ \ u* I U € U,} n i-1 (p) be a centered 
* * -1 ) system of members of X'lL \ 'U, • We may suppose that X'U, \ U -f, i (p for 
each U € 'l.L1 • Then p is a boundary point of each u (i\ I i = 1, ..• , n} 
(Ui €'U,1). Indeed, i- 1(p) nu;~¢ for all i, sop€ u {uili = 1, ... , nL 
We also have pf int u {U. Ii= 1, •.• , n}, because otherwise there is 
i 
V € tL containing p such that V c ,{J {U. Ii = 1, .•• , n}. Hence 
* { * 1 · } ( ) i. . . . . .-1 ( ) * V cu U. i = 1, ... , n prop. 2 which is impossible since i p c V. 
i 
Because U,, is semi complemented there exists 'l½ c U, such that ?L, * 't½ = ¢ 
and such that p is a boundary point of each n {V. Ii = 1, ••• , n} (V. € 't.12 ). i i 
Let 'U,(p) = {U € 'LLI p € U}, then C\,L(p) u <tL2 is centered and is contained in 
someµ€ Xu,· We proposeµ€ n {Xl\.l,\ u*lu E'l.L1} n i-\p). µ € i-
1(p) is 
obvious, and since for each U € U1 there is V € U.2 such that V n U = ¢ 
* !\I -1 µ cannot belong to some U for U € "'-1 , Thus we have proved that i (p) 
is compact for each p € X. 
i is a closed mapping. Let S be closed in 
that pf f(S). Thus i-1(p) n S =¢.We 
We shall now prove that 
X and p € f(S). Let us suppose 
-1 have just proved that i (p) is compact, so there are U., i = 1, ... , 
1 * i 
such that i- (p) cu {U~li = 1, ... , n} and u. n S =¢for all i. We 
i i 
shall first prove that pis a boundary point of u {U. Ii= 1, ••• , 
i 
It is clear that p € 
P € int u {U. Ii = 1 , 
' i 
u {U. Ii = 1 , ••• , n}. Let us suppose that 
i 
••• , n}. Hence there exists V € 'lL such that 
nL 
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{- I · l 1· - 1 ( P) * { * I · l p EV cu U. i = 1, ••• , n. Thus c V cu U. 1 = 1, ••• , n 
J. J. 
(prop 2). Since µ i v* implies that there is W E 11.,\,,such that W n V = ¢; 
hence i(µ) E W c X \ V, it follows that f(S),:c X \ V. However, 
pi X \ V, contradicting p E f(S). We conclude that pis a boundary 
point of u {U. Ii = 1 , .•• , n}. Since 'U, is semicomplemented there are 
J. 
v1 , ••• , Vn E \L such that v. n U. = ¢ (i=1, ••• ,n) and J. J. 1 
p_E n {Viji ~ 1, ••• , n}. Letµ be a member of i- (p) that contains the 
collection {V. Ii= 1, ••• , n}; thenµ EU~ for some 1 (1~l~n) i.e. 
J. J. 
u1 E µ. However u1 n v1 =¢gives a contradiction. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the real numbers ffi with the usual order 
topology. Consider two bases 'l.L1 and~ for IR. 
1° ~ = {(a,b) a, bare rational} 
0 
2 '\12 = {(a,b) a is rational; bis irrational}. 
Both 'U.,1 and~ are closed for finite intersections. However, 'l12 is not 
semi complemented, since for each U 1 , u2 E ti,2 , U 1 n u2 = ¢ implies 
u1 n u2 =¢.The mapping i is one to one; i is not perfect because it 
would then be a homeomorfism, which is impossible since~ is not zero-
dimensional. 
The base 'l11 for ffi is semicomplemented, hence IRu, is mapped 
1 perfectly onto IR. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X be a metric space. For i = 1, 2, ••• there are 
locally finite open collections'U,i of X, consisting of regularly open 
sets with the following properties: 
a) the members oftLi, i = 1, 2, ••• are disjoint; ½_ covers X. 
b) "'½_+ 1 refines <tl,i. 
1 
c) diam '\Li < I· 
If we consider the base U, for X consisting of all interiors of finite 
un:i,ons of members of 'U,. for i = 1 , 2, ••• , then it is easy to see that 
J. 
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t.\.,is closed for finite intersections and is semicomplemented. Thus X 
is mapped perfectly onto X and it is easy to see that Xn...1.,is metrizable 
with covering dimension zero. Thus we have proved that each metrizable 
space is the image of a zerodimensional metrizable space under a perfect 
irreducible mapping (this is a well known result of Morita [5J). 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a perfect irreducible map of a space X onto 
a space Y. Let U, 't9-' be bases for X and Y, respectively, closed for 
finite intersections and such that {f(U) lu EU.} ='(;:;. With the notation 
of proposition 1 there is a homeomorfism f* of X,t onto Y,{,, which takes 
Xiu,.2!!12. ¼ and such that f*(u*) = v* for each (U,V) E ('I.L,~) with the 
property f(U) = V. 
In our proof we make use of the following lemma 
LEMMA. Let f, X, Y, \.ti and '\Y satisfy the above conditions. If U;, 
l. 
i = 1, ••. , n and V., i = 
l. 
1 , ••• , n are finite subcollections of \L and 
'\9', respectively such that f(U. ) = V. then n {U. Ii = 1, ... , n} = ¢ is 
l. l. l. 
equivalent with n {V.ji = 1, ••• , n} = ¢. 
l. 
PROOF. n {U. Ii= 1, ... , n} =¢is equivalent with n {Y \ f(X\U.)I 
l. l. 
i = 1, ••. , n} =¢,by the irreducibility off. Because Y \ f(X\U.) = V. 
l. l. 
the statement follows. 
Proof of the theorem: Letµ E Xu,· Thenµ is a maximal centered system 
~ of members of tl. Let \9'1 = {V E ~I f(U) = V for some U E \1.1}. One 
easily verifies (using the previous lemma) thatl\Y1 is a maximal centered 
. * 
system of members of \)I, so 'l}l1 defines an element v = f ( µ) of Y~J,- We 
will show that f* satisfies all required conditions. 
If U E ti.and V E ~ satisfy f(U) = V, then µ E U' implies U E µ 
and also VE f*(µ), i.e. f*(µ) EV'. On the other handµ 4 U' implies 
U 4 µ; so there is u1 E 1 1J.,such that Un u1 =¢.If v1 E1" satisfies 
f(U1) = v1, then we have by the previous lemma V n V1 =¢,i.e. 
f*(µ) f V'. Thus we have proved f*(µ) EV' if and only ifµ EU', hence 
* . . f '°is continuous. 
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f* is an onto-mapping: Indeed, if v E: ¼, and (Ill, = {Ue. 'l;L I 
f(U) € v}, thenU,1 is a maximal centered system µ of members of<\1, 
* which is mapped onto v by f. 
* f is one-to-one: If µ 1 ~ µ2 € ~ then there are u 1, u2 € 'L\J 
such that µ 1 € u1, µ2 E: u2 and u1 n u2 = ¢. Let v1, v2 E: 19-'satisfy 
f(U1) = v1 and f(U2) = v2. Then v1 n v2 =¢and v; n v2 =¢.Since 
* * * * f {µ 1) € v1 ~nd f (µ 2 ) € v2 we have f (µ 1) ~ f (µ 2 ). 
. . . * The only which remains to show is that f maps X<1J..,onto Yre--
* * * - -(Then we have also proved that f (U) = V if f(U) = V (U clu,V E:f\J).) 
Ifµ€ X!\.Lthen n.:{ulu €µ}~¢and also n {f(u)lu € µ}~¢.Thus 
f*{µ) € Y'\t. Conversely, if\)€ Y(IJ,then n (vlv € v} ~¢.Let 
'LLi = {U € 'U, I f{U) € v}. As before' '\Li is a maximal centered system of 
elements of 'tL and we only need to show that n '[1 ~ ¢. Let p = n {VI V € v} 
- -1 I then {U n f (p) U € 'U.,1} is centered because for each u 1, ••• , Un € 'U,1 
we have p € f(n{uili = 1, •.. , n}) c f(n{uili = 1, ••• , n}). Compactness 
of f- 1 (p) yields indeed n ii:, ~ ¢. 
N.B. If each member ofl\A,is open and closed, then X'llvis homeo-
* morphic with X. In that case f' establishes a homeomorphism of X onto~~-
REMARK. Let X be a space and let (9i be the collection of all open 
subsets. In the literature X~is called the absolute of X. Xt9iis extremely 
disconnected and is mapped perfectly onto X (see also [2], [4] and [6]), 
Two spaces which have homeomorphic absolutes are called coabsolute. If Y 
is a perfect irreducible image of X then X and Y are coabsolute. Further-
more, the property of being coabsolute is transitive, i.e. if X and Y are 
coabsolute; Y and Z are coabsolute, then X and Z are coabsolute. 
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